Appendix 3: Final Assessment Form

Bachelor of Science Honours
Final Seminar Assessment

- Please fill out sheet during or immediately after seminar.
- Circle one grade for each item.
- Convert your rankings into a mark out of 100 and an overall grade.
- Provide specific comments in appropriate section.

Introduction:
Clear context of study
Clear presentation of aims

Content:
Relevant literature cited
Clearly described methods
Clearly explained results
Results discussed & placed in context
Limitations outlined
Direction of future work

Organisation:
Logical sequence of information
Clear summary and conclusion

Presentation:
Clear audible speaking
Effective use of visual aids
Clear explanation of graphs and tables
Response to questions
Timing

Comments:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Mark (%): __________ Grade: N P C D HD
(circle one) < 50 50-64 65-74 75-84 85-100%

Date:_______ Student:_________________________ Marker:_________________________